Match
Player's
union
Date of
match
Applicable
rules

DISCIPLINARY DECISION
Wales v Fiji
Fiji

Competition 2021 Autumn
Nations Series
Match
Sunday 14 November
Principality
2021
venue
Stadium, Cardiff
World Rugby’s regulations (WRR) 17, 18 and 20, as
supplemented by the 2021 Autumn Nations Series
Disciplinary Rules (DR)

PARTICULARS OF OFFENCE
Player’s
forename(s)

Player’s
surname

Sau

Player’s union

Fiji

Referee’s name

Nic Berry (Rugby Australia)

Foul play

☐ Admitted
☒ Not admitted
9.13 – A player must not
tackle an opponent early,
late or dangerously.

Offence

Eroni

Player’s date of
birth
Citing
Commissioner’s
name (if
applicable)
Red card
warranted
SELECT:
Other ☐

5 February 1990
N/A

☐ Admitted
☒ Not admitted
Red card ☒ Citing ☐

If “Other” selected, please specify:

Summary of
sanction

Five weeks but the final week/match of the suspension may be replaced by
a “Coaching Intervention” (subject to receipt by World Rugby of the
requisite form within seven days of receipt of this written decision and then
satisfactory completion of the “Coaching Intervention”)

Hearing date
Chairman/JO

HEARING DETAILS
16 November 2021
Hearing venue
7pm GMT
Pamela Woodman (Scotland)

Other Members
of Disciplinary
Committee
Appearance
Player

Frank Hadden (Scotland)
Martyn Wood (England)

Player’s
representative(s)

Tim North QC
Harry Forrester

Disciplinary Decision

YES ☒

NO ☐

Zoom call

Appearance
union

YES ☐

NO ☒

Disciplinary
Officer and/or
other attendees

Julie Paterson,
Disciplinary Officer
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Max Duthie, legal
representative for the
Disciplinary Officer
Chris Thomson, acting as
Fiji team manager
List of
documents/
materials
provided to
Player in advance
of hearing

Referee report ordering off (red card) – Nic Berry, Australia
AR1 report (by e‐mail) – Ben O’Keefe, New Zealand
AR2 report (by e‐mail) – Gianluca Gnecchi, Italy
TMO report ordering off (red card) – Stuart Terheege, England
Statement ‐ Jonny Williams, Wales number 12 (“W12”)
Medical report ‐ Dr Geoff Davies, Wales Team Doctor
Submissions on behalf of Player including response to standing directions
Character reference for Player – Gareth Baber, head coach of Fiji men’s 7s
team and caretaker coach of Fiji men’s 15s team 2021
E‐mail with embedded text message from the Player
Career summary in respect of the Player
Transcript of match officials’ on‐field discussion – including corrections
proposed by Mr Duthie and accepted by Mr North
Upcoming playing schedule in respect of the Player
E‐mail from Mr Duthie on behalf of Six Nations ‐ 16 November 2021
Hearing confirmation letter – 15 November 2021 (sent via e‐mail)
2021 Autumn Nations Series Disciplinary Rules
World Rugby Head Contact Process
World Rugby HCP Application Form
World Rugby Regulations 17 to 20
World Rugby Law 9
2021 Autumn Nations Series TMO Protocol
Video clips – broadcast footage
Video clips – citing commissioner angles
Flannery – appeal decision (3 March 2010)
Leo – judicial officer decision (2 May 2013)
Sau – disciplinary decision (2 December 2017)
Sau – disciplinary decision (9 June 2018)

SUMMARY OF ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF CITING/REFEREE’S REPORT/INCIDENT FOOTAGE
In the referee’s report, the referee recorded that a red card was issued in respect of an act contrary to
law 9.13 in the 1st half of the Match in respect of an incident which occurred after 24 minutes had
elapsed. The description given by the referee was as follows:
“On 24 minutes tackle near touchline – Fiji No 11 tackled Wales 12 on the floor after a tackle
with a swinging forearm to the head”
Each of AR1 and AR2 confirmed that they had not seen the incident live.
In the TMO’s report, the TMO gave the following description of what had happened:
“On 24 minutes there was a tackle near the touchline. After the tackle Fiji No 11 caught Wales
12 with a swinging arm to the head. I informed the referee who viewed it on the screen and
gave a YC”
Disciplinary Decision
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It was noted that the reference to a yellow card in the TMO’s report was inaccurate given that a red card
had, in fact, been issued.
The video clips had been viewed by each of the Committee members in full prior to the Hearing and
various parts were also viewed on a number of occasions during the Hearing. The Committee was
satisfied, on the balance of probabilities, that the video evidence showed the following:
1. W12 received the ball near the right hand (from the attacking perspective of Wales) touchline.
2. In relation to the initial contact, the Player was in a position to make a legal tackle.
3. Whilst the Player attempted to tackle W12 and wrap his arms around him, the initial tackle was not
completed, with both the Player and W12 bouncing off / recoiling from each other and entirely
ceasing to have any contact with each other (please refer to stills #1, #2, #3 and #4 attached).
4. At that point, the Player was not committed to the second contact with W12 and changed the
direction of his body and feet in order to make the second contact with W12 (please refer to stills
#1, #2, #3 and #5).
5. W12 started to go to ground as a result of the attempted initial tackle and, when the Player
committed to the second contact with W12, W12 was clearly falling and had at least part of his left
leg and hand on the ground (please refer to stills #3, #5, #11 and #12 attached).
6. When the Player made his second contact with W12, W12’s left leg and left forearm were on the
ground and W12 was looking diagonally in‐field towards his own teammates. He was in a slightly
slumped sitting position. Please refer to stills #5, #6, #7 and #8 attached.
7. It appears that W12 braced for the second impact causing his head to move down but not
significantly (please refer to stills #7, #8 and #9 attached). The extent of the downward movement
may be seen by using the writing on the corner flag as a reference point. Even if W12 had not
moved as he did, the Player would more likely than not have made contact with W12’s head based
on the position of the Player’s arms leading up to the contact (please refer to stills #5, #6, #7, #8 and
#9).
8. The Player appears to propel himself forward with force, with the action starting before any contact
from Fiji number 2. There is a change in the position of the Player’s legs from being at right angles
at the knees and hips, to straight with his feet off the floor going forward (please refer to stills #6,
#7, #8, #9, #11 and #12 attached).
9. Fiji number 2 did not have a significant (if any) effect in relation to the second contact. Fiji number 2
was not in contact with the Player until the Player had fully committed to making the second contact
(see attached stills #5, #6, #7, #11, #12 and #13 attached).
10. It was not clear from the video clips the extent of the pressure (if any) exerted by Fiji number 2 on
the Player but it was not considered that it could be significant taking into account the body position
of Fiji number 2 (please refer to stills #8, #9 and #10).
11. It had been accepted by the Player that he had made direct contact to the head of W12 but the level
of danger and force involved was challenged. The Player clearly pulls his arms back giving him a lot
of power when he propels them forward, particularly his right arm and shoulder, and makes direct
contact with W12’s head and wrapping his right arm around W12’s head (please refer to stills #5, #6,
#7, #8 and #9 attached).
12. In the video clips, W12’s head was clearly seen to move sharply to the side upon contact by the
Player and to make a small “reverberating” motion. The direction of movement of W12’s head may
be seen from stills #9, #10 and #13.
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ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF OTHER EVIDENCE (e.g. medical reports)
The report from the WRU team doctor confirmed that W12 “sustained a blow to his head” but “there
were no signs of any bony injury or haematoma” and “no symptoms of concussion”. He confirmed that
“No specific treatment was needed”.
W12 confirmed in his statement that “as [he] was falling to the ground [he] felt a blow to the side of the
head”.
SUMMARY OF PLAYER’S EVIDENCE
At the outset of the Hearing, it was clarified by the Player’s Representative that:
a. It was accepted that the red card had been issued in terms of law 9.13 (notwithstanding the
reference to law 9.12 in the hearing confirmation letter); and
b. it was the Player’s position that there had been no act of foul play and so a red card was not
warranted. Accordingly, they would seek to show that the referee’s decision was wrong.
However, it was confirmed that the Player accepted that he had made direct contact to the
head of W12.
In summary, the following submissions were made by or on behalf of the Player (including those made in
response to questions from the Disciplinary Committee):
1. The combination of the commitment of the Player to the one continuous tackle, W12 raising his
position and the role of the Player’s teammate led to the contact.
2. There was some suggestion by the match officials of a second effort but it was all one tackle ‐ there
was an instantaneous tackle and the contact made by the Player to the head of W12 was all part of a
continuous tackle even though there was a “disconnect” in the tackle.
3. The Player accepted that he made the wrong decision in trying to wrap and rather should have tried
to pull or push W12 out.
4. The Player did not intend to make contact with W12’s head, nor to break any law.
5. The Player was not acting in a reckless manner.
6. The Player’s conduct was accidental and there could be no suggestion that it was done for purposes
other than pushing W12 into touch.
7. The Player was not swinging his arm in a reckless fashion, he was trying to wrap his arms around
W12 and force W12 into touch.
8. The Player had tried to take W12 into touch on his first hit (but had not succeeded in doing so).
9. After the first hit, both the Player and W12 recoiled but W12 was still in play and so the Player tried
to take W12 into touch on his second try.
10. The Player was in a horizontal position and was trying to do an appropriate manoeuvre and push
W12 into touch.
11. The Player reached the horizontal at the same time as W12 turned his head. The Player did not
think that he would hit W12’s head but the Player was aware of W12 falling when he went in for the
second contact but there was a sudden and significant drop in height of W12 and, after making
contact, the Player slipped over the top of W12.
12. The blow to W12’s head was not significant and there was no injury to W12. There was not much
remonstration in W12’s written statement.
13. W12 presented the ball and played on.
14. The Player’s bicep braised/scraped the head of W12.
15. The requisite degree of dangerous tackling was not reached. While there was contact with the
head, there was not a significant degree of danger or dangerous contact to the head to the level
required by law 9.13.
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16. There was no forceful attempt to hit W12 around the head; there was not a high degree of force.
17. The Player was assisted by Fiji number 2 in seeking to push W12 into touch and had both hands
placed on his buttocks. The other player pushed him forwards in motion.
18. Of significance is that the attempted tackle by the Player was particularly low.
19. In slow motion, the incident looks “dramatic” but it must be viewed in “real time” to see how
quickly this happened.
20. There was low force, low dynamic and the properly trained officials were equivocal in their view.
The view was troubling the match officials.
21. AR1 could be seen in frame on the video clips with his eyes directed to the Player and W12 and so it
was surprising that he had not provided a report. In terms of regulation 17.12.2 of WRR, it was
submitted that AR1 should have provided a report.
22. There did not appear to be any reaction from either the referee or AR1 at the relevant time and they
were in the best position to see what had happened.
23. The initial reaction of the referee and AR1 to the video clips shown in the stadium was that the
conduct merited a yellow card and even the TMO had incorrectly recorded the card issued in his
report as yellow rather than red. This initial reaction was reflective of the degree of force.
FINDINGS OF FACT
In terms of WRR, the burden of proof was the balance of probabilities and the onus of proof was on the
Player to show that the referee’s decision was wrong.
On the balance of probabilities, the Committee found that:
1. The initial tackle attempted by the Player on W12 was legal.
2. The submissions that the Player had not clenched his fist, put his elbow into the face of W12 or his
shoulder into W12’s head were accepted.
3. Notwithstanding any prior discussion with the AR and the TMO, at the conclusion of that discussion
the on‐field decision of the referee was to issue a red card. In addition, the Committee has more
evidence than the match officials and more time to consider the available evidence in making its
decision.
4. In considering the head contact process law application guidelines:
a. The Player had accepted that he had made direct contact to the head of W12;
b. Whilst the initial tackle attempted by the Player on W12 was legal, the Player’s second
contact with W12 (which was clearly not part of one continuous tackle based on the video
evidence) was foul play and the Player was at fault;
c. The contact by the Player to W12 was made with significant force causing W12’s head to
turn to the side and appear to “reverberate”; accordingly, the degree of danger was high;
d. W12 was already in a low position, with part of his left leg and hand on the ground when the
Player turned to start the second contact with W12 and, at the point of the second contact,
the Player’s left leg and forearm were on the ground.
e. There was no sudden or severe drop in height of W12 between the point at which the Player
and W12 bounced off / recoiled from each other and the point at which the Player made the
second contact to the head of W12;
f. The Player (at the very least) should have known that, in making the attempt to wrap W12
when W12 was already on the ground, there was a reasonable likelihood of committing an
act of foul play;
g. Fiji number 2 did not assert any significant force on the Player and the propulsion off the
ground and forward motion was controlled by the Player and was not in any significant way
(if at all) impacted by Fiji number 2 placing his hands on the Player. This contact happened
after the Player was already propelling himself forward.
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h. A red card was warranted in respect of the second contact directly to the head with force
and a high degree of danger.
The following matters were unexplained but were not material to the decision of the Committee:
a. The reference by the TMO in his report to the issuing of a yellow card, rather than the red card.
b. The lack of a report from AR1 but, given that the incident was not referred to the referee by
AR1, such a report was not essential in terms of regulation 17.12.2 of WRR.

DECISION
Foul play
Red card
warranted

Admitted ☐
Determined ☒
disposal (please state) ☐
Admitted ☐
Determined ☒
disposal (please state) ☐

Not determined ☐ Other
Not determined ☐ Other

SANCTIONING PROCESS

ASSESSMENT OF SERIOUSNESS
Assessment of intent – WRR 17.18.1(a)‐(b)
Intentional/deliberate ☐
reckless ☒
State reasons
The Committee gave the Player the benefit of the doubt and concluded, on the balance of
probabilities, that the Player’s conduct was reckless although the Committee was concerned
about the way in which the right arm of the Player was brought to and around the head of
W12 in a swinging motion.
Nature of actions – WRR 17.18.1(c)
There was direct contact by the Player with his right arm to the head of W12 with force.
Existence of provocation – WRR 17.18.1(d)
There was no provocation.
Whether Player retaliated – WRR 17.18.1(e)
The Player did not retaliate.
Self‐defence – WRR 17.18.1(f)
The Player was not acting in self‐defence.
Effect on victim – WRR 17.18.1(g)
There was none. W12 continued to play on. No injury was reported by the WRU team doctor
in his report.
Effect on match – WRR 17.18.1(h)
There was no effect on the Match, other than that Fiji could have a maximum of 14 players
playing for the remainder of the Match after the Player received the red card. In the
Disciplinary Decision
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Committee’s view, this was not relevant to the assessment of the seriousness of the
offending for the purposes of determining sanction.
Vulnerability of victim – WRR 17.18.1(i)
W12 was vulnerable in that he was falling to or on the ground and was not in a position to try
to move to avoid the second contact from the Player.
Level of participation/premeditation – WRR 17.18.1(j)
The Player fully participated and there was no other player involved in the act of foul play.
There was no premeditation.

Conduct completed/attempted – WRR 17.18.1(k)
The Player’s conduct was completed in that he had made direct contact with force with his
right arm to the head of W12.
Other features of Player’s conduct – WRR 17.18.1(l)
There were no other features of the Player’s conduct which were relevant.

ASSESSMENT OF SERIOUSNESS CONTINUED
Entry point
Top end* Weeks/matches
☐

Mid‐range Weeks/matches
☒
6

Low end
☐

Weeks/matches

*If top end, the JO or Disciplinary Committee must identify, based on his/her/its assessment of the
seriousness of the conduct, an entry point between the top end and the maximum sanction and
provide the reasons for selecting this entry point, below (WRR 17.18.2).
Reasons for selecting entry point above top end
Not applicable.

RELEVANT OFF‐FIELD MITIGATING FACTORS
Acknowledgement of guilt and timing – WRR
17.19.1(a)
The Player did not accept that he had
committed an act of foul play and so did not
acknowledge that the red card was warranted.
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Player’s disciplinary record/good character –
WRR 17.19.1(b)
The Committee was provided with details of a
number of yellow cards issued to the Player
since 2017, including an accumulation of 5 in
the World Rugby Sevens Series in season 2017‐
2018, which resulted in a hearing but no
sanction. In addition, details of a citing which
was upheld and resulted in a sanction of 2
weeks in 2017 (again in a World Rugby Sevens
Series tournament) were provided.
Accordingly, the Committee did not consider
that the Player had a good disciplinary record.
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Youth and inexperience of player – WRR
17.19.1(c)
This was not applicable in respect of the
Player.

Conduct prior to and at hearing – WRR
17.19.1(d)
The Player’s conduct at the hearing was good.

Remorse and timing of remorse – WRR
17.19.1(e)
The Committee was told that the Player had
apologised to W12 after the Match.

Other off‐field mitigation – WRR 17.19.1(f)

Number of weeks/matches deducted:

There was none.

1

Summary of reason for number of weeks/matches deducted:
In considering any reduction from the entry point suspension (as permitted in terms of
regulation 17.19.2 of WRR), the Committee was required to start at 0% and work up from there.
There were only very limited mitigating factors in this case, particularly in light of the Player’s
lack of an acknowledgement of guilt and his previous disciplinary record, but the Committee
took into account his apology to W12 and his conduct at the hearing and decided that, rather
than give no reduction in respect of those mitigating factors (which it might have done given
that the mitigating factors were not compelling), it decided to reduce the entry point
suspension by one week.

RELEVANT OFF‐FIELD AGGRAVATING FACTORS
Player’s status generally as an offender of the Laws of the Game – WRR 17.20.1(a)
The Committee decided that, in the particular circumstances of this case, it was not
appropriate to treat the Player’s disciplinary record as an aggravating factor.
Need for deterrence – WRR 17.20.1(b)
This was not applicable in this case.
Any other off‐field aggravating factors – WRR 17.20.1(c)
There were none.
Number of additional weeks/matches:

0

SANCTION
NOTE: PLAYERS ORDERED OFF OR CITED ARE PROVISIONALLY SUSPENDED PENDING THE
HEARING OF THEIR CASE, SUCH SUSPENSION SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION WHEN
SANCTIONING – WRR 17.12.5(f) and 17.13.7.
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Total sanction

5 weeks

Sanction commences

At the conclusion of the
Hearing

Sanction concludes

Midnight on Sunday 19
December 2021 (or
midnight on Sunday 12
December 2021 if the
Player successfully
completes the Head
Contact Process
Coaching Intervention)

Sending off sufficient
☐

Matches/tournaments Fiji v Georgia
included in sanction
19 November 2021
Provence v Montauban
26 November 2021
Provence v Mont de
Marsan
3 December 2021
Provence v Oyannax
10 December 2021
Provence v Agen
17 December 2021
(substituted if the Player
successfully completes
the Head Contact
Process Coaching
Intervention)

Costs

Signature
(JO or Chairman)

No application for costs
was made.

Date

P S Woodman

17 November 2021

NOTE: THE PLAYER WILL HAVE 48 HOURS FROM THE DATE OF RECEIPT OF THE WRITTEN DECISION TO
FILE AN APPEAL WITH THE ADMINISTRATOR – DR 6.2(a). TO BE EMAILED TO disciplinary@6nations.net.
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STILLS
Still #1

Still #2
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Still #3

Still #4
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Still #5

Still #6
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Still #7

Still #8
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Still #9

Still #10
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Still #11

Still #12
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Still #13
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